PowerBOX Tap Hanger
aka: JuiceBOX Hanger

Hang your juice anywhere! Easily mount any PowerBOX POBTAP to pipe or truss with nothing more than the tool you would use
to attach a pipe clamp or coupler. A simple cure to messy breakouts, Y’s, and adapters.
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 Quickly add or remove from any existing PowerBOX POBTAP (sold separately).
 Pair it with most traditional lighting fixture pipe clamps or couplers. Requires no additional tools or assembly.
 1/2” bolt hole for attaching clamp, additional square holes for safety cables or ties. (Clamps/couplers & safety cables not included).
 Flat footed bottom allows assembled unit to also conveniently be placed and used on the floor.
Installs quickly……..easy as installing a pipe clamp to any traditional fixture.

Always secure device against fall when mounted above floor level. Always observe common and local safety regulations.
Always close “Hanger” completely and securely around the PowerBOX POBTAP ensuring the hex wells are nested into the hex openings, and the
clamp is securely tightened to lock the Hanger in the closed position. Do not use Hanger if bent or damaged.
WARNING! Attach an approved safety-cable to secure product against clamp failure. Lead safety-cable through the closed Hanger or one of the square
convenience holes on the Hanger. Never hang the product using its power cables.
Not meant to support power cables. Always observe the additional weight of power cables and secure properly. For use by qualified personnel only.

PowerCON 20A and True1 connectors are utilized on much of today’s intelligent lighting and audio equipment. AC Power
Distribution’s full line of PowerBOX Taps provide a simple, compact, and convenient means to tap into PowerCON style circuits
and distribute power to a variety of output connector types and configurations…………….and now you can hang them!
PowerBOX Taps are built to the highest standards utilizing quality components, unique features, fully UL Listed, and backed by
AC Power Distribution’s manufacturer warranty.
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